
 

 
 

July 30, 2021 
 
Rochelle P. Walensky, MD, MPH 
Director 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
1600 Clifton Road 
Atlanta, GA 30329 
 
Dear Director Walensky: 
 
 On July 29, 2021, the Washington Post reported on a leaked Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) slide deck titled, “Improving communications around vaccine 
breakthrough and vaccine effectiveness.”1  The slides appear to present information and data that 
the CDC has collected related to vaccine effectiveness and the Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2 
virus.2  I write to request information and data related to this slide deck. 
 
 According to the slides, CDC stated that vaccines are “less effective at preventing 
infection or transmission” against the Delta variant of the virus.3  For example, one slide 
comparing the effectiveness of the Pfizer 2-dose vaccine regimen against the Alpha and Delta 
variants seems to indicate the vaccine may be only 64 percent effective in stopping infection by 
the Delta variant.4  Further, another slide stated that “breakthrough infections [of the Delta 
variant] may be as transmissible as unvaccinated cases,” calling into question the overall 
effectiveness of the vaccines in limiting the spread of COVID-19.5 
 
 Unfortunately, this leaked slide deck provides only minimal insights into what CDC 
allegedly knows about the effectiveness of vaccines against the Delta and other variants of the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus.  It is also not clear whether CDC shared this information with Congress 
before it was leaked to the press.  In order to ensure the American people are fully informed 
about the effectiveness of the vaccines and the risks of the Delta and other SARS-CoV-2 
variants, please provide the following information: 
 
                                                           
1 Yasemen Abutaleb, et al. ‘The war has changed’: Internal CDC document urges new messaging warns delta 
infections likely more severe, Washington Post, July 29, 2021, available at 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/07/29/cdc-mask-guidance/. 
2 See generally Presentation by Meredith McMorrow, Co-Lead, Vaccine Effectiveness Team, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, July 29, 2021, slides available at https://context-
cdn.washingtonpost.com/notes/prod/default/documents/8a726408-07bd-46bd-a945-3af0ae2f3c37/note/57c98604-
3b54-44f0-8b44-b148d8f75165.#page=1. 
3 Id. at 22. 
4 Id. at 19 (suggesting that In Israel, the Pfizer 2-dose vaccine has been approximately 64 percent effective in 
preventing infection with the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2). 
5 Id. at 22. 
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1. All data and studies used by CDC to create the slide deck titled, “Improving 
communications around vaccine breakthrough and vaccine effectiveness” including but 
not limited to all of the data cited in the slides; and 
 

2. All documents and data referring or relating to breakthrough cases and vaccine 
effectiveness.  

 
In addition, I request that you provide a briefing to my staff on the information contained 

in CDC’s slide deck.  Please provide the requested information and briefing by no later than 
August 13, 2021 at 5:00 pm. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 

 
  
       

Ron Johnson 
      U.S. Senator 


